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Problems with separate image folders for sites
Posted by AppendDA - 2009/01/25 22:35
_____________________________________

Hi, 

I have installed the component and everything seems to work ok. I have trouble with using separate
image folders though. 

When I upload images it uploads to the folder in the master site but joomla is trying to display the same
image from the folder in the slave site. 

If i choose Media from the controlpanel in Joomla it displays the path to the master site and not the slave
site. Like this: /hsphere/local/home/user/mastersite.no/images. It shold display this:
/hsphere/local/home/user/slavesite.no/images. 

The folders are located on the same server and the same user but wil have different domains pointing at
them. I have deleted the symbolic link to the image folder an created a new image folder for the slave
site. I have also tried to use a different folder on the slave site with the same resault. 

What could be the problem? 

Ruben :dry:

============================================================================

Re:Problems with separate image folders for sites
Posted by LUH3417 - 2009/01/26 18:09
_____________________________________

I had a similar Problem, but with the slave in the folder of the master. 
I only had to change in the site configuration the images path to multisite/salve_xy/images. 
But in your case it is, because of the different home directorys, a bit different. Joomla it self maps the
images path from the site root. And how to change this I don't now. :huh:

============================================================================

Re:Problems with separate image folders for sites
Posted by AppendDA - 2009/01/26 20:35
_____________________________________

Joomla it self maps the images path from the site root. 

I would guess so, but it seems to be inconsistently. 
It uploads to the master site folder but trying to display the images from the slave site folder. This way it's
impossible to get i t work no matter if I use a folder in the master og slave site. 

I would expect that joomla would use the slave site as the root in both cases as long as i don't use the
whole path in the config...!? 
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Anyone?
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